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of criters conducted a brilliant original television
transmission seen by the -whole world and sue
cesafullj deployed three prepared experiments
rhe first was to set up a seismograph a recorder of
lunar quakes an equipment designed to tele
meter back to earth moon quakes and trembleo if
any Ibis functioned for three weeks and indeed
sent back numerous strange signals It is not
clear yet whether these were due to meteor mi
pacts or indeed to gurgling \enting of residual
fluids from the spacecraft left in the vicinity
The second experiment consisted in setting up a
large light reflector Later this functioned m a
remarkably successful way From the base on
earth art extremely intense short pulse of light
(from a special light source called a laser ) was
sent to this reflector and the time tal en for the
light beam to reach it and Ret back was measured
with the greatest precision The time is onb
^ o seconds but it can be measured to within a
thousand millionth of a second bv modern devices
Since the speed of light is accurately known this
timing permits of an assessment of the distance
to the moon with very high accuracy indeed In
fact with the first set of measurements alreadj
reported the moon distance has been mea&ured
to within an error ot onlj four metres' This
astonishing performance opens up a new era
in observing the orbit and wobbljigs of tne
moon In future it ^ expected that scientists
will be able to improve on this piecibion and
measure the distance between the te^tmt,
station and the reflector to within a mere ts
inches'
The third experiment set up b\ the astronauts
was intended (and succeeded) to measure the con
stituent atoms in the solar wind It has for
some tune been recognised that the enormous
high temperature activitv of the sun leids to the
hurling out from the sun of a vast wind of
energetic atoms of various kinds On earth
these are trapped m the upper atmosphere The
moon has no atmosphere hence the feolar wind
atoms arrive on the surface indeed thej bombard
it \iolentlj Actually this was at one tune con
sidered a possible dangerous hazard for lunar
astronauts but since they were well protected it
proved innocuous Something of the nature of
the solar wind has been assessed by the espen
ment set up bv the Apollo team A sheet of
aluminium foil of area 4 square yards was exposed
on the moon to the sun s rays for one and a quarter
hours It received in addition to light the atoms
from the solar wind which were caught and
trapped in the aluminium The foil was rolled
up and brought back When heated m a
vacuum in the laboratory it released gas which
had been trapped and by using highly refined
testing methods solar wind particles could be
identified In particular atoms of helium neon
and argon were found as constituents m the solar
wind This fact has had a considerable part to
play in other observations carried out to attempt
to assess the age of the moon of which we shall
write later For similar gases have been found m
lunar soil and the contribution of solar wind to
these plajs an important part m calculations
made
Direct Observations made by Astronauts
Oil touch, dow^n numerous craters were observed
and described Crater density is practically
inversely proportional to sLse—the smaller the
craters the more abundant thej are In the
neighbourhood of descent craters ranged from
1 foot to 50 feet across On a grander scale of
course they range to sizes of hundreds of miles
in diameter The Interest lies m the report of the
smaller features not visible evert to the largest
telescopes on earth On landing the engines stirred
up a big obscuring stream, of surface dust but no
lingering cloud was formed This was to be
expected for on the moon which has no gaseous
atmosphere to support fine particles the curious
situation exists that a small piece of dust falls
under gravity just as fast as a great boulder
The familiar dust clouds on earth owe their
existence entirely to atmospheric support In
hke fashion the astronauts noted later that
•when they kicked dust it travelled surprisingly
far due both to the low gravity (one sixth that
 on earth)  and to the absence of a resisting
atmosphere
fcurface colours were reported to be variants of a
chalky grej Many boulders littered the scene
Most craters had raised rims but none were really
sharp edfeed A considerable range of rock fra0
ments were noted some being paihallv hidden
m the soil Over the whole scene was soil looking
hke powdered graphite It proved to cling to
clothes and implements Indeed it made the
rocks shpren to foothold but it took very firm
well retained footprints many of which appear on
the surface pictures recorded The top la^ er of
the soil was distinctly of a lighter Kie^ colour than
the rest the top one inch being quite distinctive
Below this for some 0 inches there was a sand
111 e zone Later observation on retrieved
material showed that the surface lajer was lareelj
microscopic particles The difference in colour
with layering is proof that some kind of surface
alteration is going on de pite absence of weather
mg (through absence of atmosphere) Possible
causes of this are (i) radiation from the sun
(n) bombardment continuously bj- micro meteor
ites (in) changes due to fleice expansions and
contractions occasioned bj the trosb temperatme
differences experienced once a month befrneeii
lunar n e,ht and daj
Examination ot Retrieved Bocks
Once the retrieved lunar &urf ice material had
passed through the verj stnctl> inipo&ed biological
quarantine mtensrve studies of a considerable
range of phj&ical and chemical properties •were
initiated Samples were sent for distribution to
various laboratories most of which had prepared
in advance for the handling of the material In
the event many of the researchers received
samples of onlj 5 g each but despite the relative!}
small quantities astonishingly complete reports
have appeared Three distinctive types of
material were brought back. .The first kind was
what the geologist calls crystalline igneous rock
arising in formation through heat processes
The second kind (widespread on earth) goes bj
the name ot breccia This is material consisting
of small crj stal fragments cemented together bx a
subsequent heatmt, process The third kind of
mate' lal (usually called fines ) is m effect a soil
consisting of quite small particles
The crsstallme igneous rocks appear to be of
typical volcanic origin and do not differ out
rageously from similar rocks found on the earth
Thev include many well known earth, minerals
known to the mineralogists as for example
cbnopyroxme plagioelase ilmenite ohvrne and
so on some native iron is present also Very
few new minerals have been detected although two
minor ones appear certain These include a
mineral rich m the metal titanium (it has been
named Annalcohte) and a new form of an iron
rich mineral called pyroferroxite This poverty
in new minerals compaied with the earth must
play its part m later theories about the orteia of
the moon They bear on the question of whether
the moon was spun off the earth or not
However a notable very distinctive feature is
the presence of a remarkably large quantity of
glass on the moon glass m a variety of shapes and
forms Irue some glass is (rarely) found on
earth either volcanic m origin or widelv dis
tributed in nma.il individual lumps The small
individual lumps of glass found on earth are called
Tektites but none of the lunar glass at all re
sembles earth tektite glass Not only i& the
lunar glass distributed in spatter lumps but in
addition many of the retrieved rocks show
numerous small glass lined pits on the surface
pits perhaps two millimetres or more across
One obtains the strong impression that the locks
had been shot blasted with manj small glass
spheres (indeed we beheve this is actually the
case) Furthermore on some rocks there are
locally thin glass crusts apparently created by the
spatter impact of a larger molten glass globule
Many of the retrieved and observed rocks have
rounded edges as though they have been sub
jected to some erosion process despite lack of
atmosphere or weathering They loot, m fact
as If they had been rounded by a- kind of sand
blasting operation Chemical examination

